PRODUCT INFORMATION

CLEAN MAT

Each mat contains 30 tabbed sheets for easy removal of each layer. These effective mats are commonly placed outside dust / lead containment areas or used as a door mat when entering a building.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

- Thickness: 2.0 mil nominal
- Film: Polyethylene
- Adhesive Type: Water-based Acrylic
- Adhesion Level: 14.0 - 18.0 oz/in
- Tensile Strength: 150 lbs/in
- Temperature (Ideal): 70° F
- Humidity (Ideal): 50%
- Elongation: 250-300%
- Chemical Name: Polyethylene
- Chemical Family: Polyethylene Film
- Chemical Formula: Proprietary
- Trade Name: Clean Mat
- Material Use: Surface Protection

AVAILABLE SIZES

CM1836B4  Blue  18” x 36” (4 pack)   7 lbs.
CM1836W4  White  18” x 36” (4 pack)   7 lbs.
CM1845B4  Blue  18” x 45” (4 pack)   8 lbs.
CM1845W4  White  18” x 45” (4 pack)   8 lbs.
CM2436B4  Blue  24” x 36” (4 pack)   9 lbs.
CM2436W4  White  24” x 36” (4 pack)   9 lbs.
CM2445B4  Blue  24” x 45” (4 pack)   11 lbs.
CM2445W4  White  24” x 45” (4 pack)   11 lbs.
CM3636B4  Blue  36” x 36” (4 pack)   13 lbs.
CM3636W4  White  36” x 36” (4 pack)   13 lbs.
CM3645B4  Blue  36” x 45” (4 pack)   16 lbs.
CM3645W4  White  36” x 45” (4 pack)   16 lbs.

INSTRUCTIONS

Peel back edge of Clean Mat by the numbered removable tabs and tear off sheet. Repeat as necessary. Clean Mats can be used as a lead containment product. Place a Clean Mat just outside of a contained area to pull harmful materials from your shoes. Do not use Clean Mats on carpeted surfaces. For carpeted surfaces use Surface Shields Step N Peel clean mats.

HANDLING AND STORAGE

Store at room temperature. Do not store in extreme conditions over 95° F or below 40° F.

SAFETY

SDS sheets for Surface Shields products available by request.

The information in this document was obtained from sources which we believe reliable. The information is provided without any warranty expressed or implied regarding its correctness. We do not assume responsibility for loss, damage or expense in any way connected with the handling, storage, use or disposal of the product.
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